Going to the Police
It is extremely important that you go to the police to report gang-stalking and attacks with
electromagnetic weapons. That's because if you are being terrorised and assaulted like that it means
that you have been placed on a highly criminal global death camp program run by out-of-control
elements of the military-intelligence complex that has corrupted members of the police, as well as
doctors, psychiatrist, lawyers and even judges. Going to the police is an essential first step to get a
toe-hold in “the Legal System”. The legal system is the only system civil society has to stop the outof-control criminality of the intelligence agencies.
You have to be aware of the following things:
• gang-stalking = terrorism through the national surveillance network
• “electromagnetic harassment” = cancer-inducing and organ-damage causing mutilation with
modern electromagnetic weapons and neuro-weapons
Remaining silent and not countering the attacks has been tried by every victim and it has not helped
a single person. In fact, the attacks just get ever more brutal and psychopathic with time. Moreover,
the health damage is cumulative and the longer you wait, the more your health will be permanently
destroyed.
In order to cover up the horrific crimes of the intelligence agencies and to give them the freedom to
exterminate everybody that the inner cartel deems an inconvenience or wants to see mutilated for
entertainment, the police has been instructed to ignore all reports of gang-stalking and assaults with
microwave weapons.
This fact can be seen by the large number of irregularities that victims encounter when they try to
get help from the police. The standard response the police has been instructed to adopt seems to be:
•
•
•
•

•

Prevent the reporting so that it does not enter the police computer system.
Ignore the reports once they are entered in the computer system.
Immediately conclude (without any mental health expertise) that the victims must be mad.
Call a mental health ambulance, take the victim to a (typically corrupt) mental health
practitioner or order a mental health assessment by a (typically corrupt) mental health
practitioner.
Engage in threatening behaviour or dominance displays, which can include harsh treatment
or even shouting at the victim, surrounding a victim with several police officers, stalking by
police officers or members of the military, stalking with police vehicles or even helicopters.

All these tactics are aimed at intimidating a victim not to make a report or force him to withdraw a
complaint, so that the police does not have to investigate these crimes. Needless to say, once an
investigation is started, all attempts are made to botch the investigation.
Keeping all these things in mind, you might wonder why you should you should put yourself
through the hassle of contacting the police. The answer is simple, because the report to the police is
the first step that is in most cases required by the legal system. Making a successful police report
serves two purposes:
(1) Get a case number to prove to the court that you have contacted the police,
(2) Get the name of the officer to find out who the good and the corrupt officials are.
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Checklist – Going to the Police
 Buy an audio recorder (better audio recording quality than most phones). ~ $ 20
 Take a phone with camera (or buy a hidden camera, though it is harder to find good ones).
 If you have a digital camera then take that too (one without Wifi is best as it is harder to
tamper with remotely than a mobile phone).
 Write a victim statement listing everything that happened to you and include the evidence.
 Sign the victim statement.
 Print off 3 times the background documentation of the Info-Pack. One copy is for your
records, one is for your police file and one is for the police officers to keep in the station to
inform others.
 Find a trusted friend or a family member to come with you to the police as a witness.
◦ Note: The person does not have to say anything. He does not have to be a witness of the
crimes you complain about. His / her task is to be a witness of your meeting with the
police and to support you emotionally and have a “show of numbers” for the police
officers. The more trusted people you can take the better. Even if they wait outside.
 For your private records: Film the statement you have written so that it can be seen on film
including your signature and read it out. This film is for you to back up and keep, along with
a paper copy (also signed) of your victim testimony for yourself.
 For public use: If you are happy that the public knows the precise contents of your victim
testimony then before you go into the police station, start filming with your camera and read
out the testimony so that it is recorded, then keep filming so that one can see you go inside!
◦ Note: cover up your signature with your finger or by folding the bottom of the page
inwards. You do not want to publish your private signature to avoid signature fraud.
 If you prefer to keep your statement private then start filming before you go inside.
 Set the audio recorder to record. Turn the microphone towards the opening of your jacket
pocket or the opening of your handbag.
 Film the police station from the outside so that it can be identified (if you don't mind that the
rough area where you live can be identified) and keep filming as you go inside. Make sure
that you capture the face of the officers even if it is just briefly. Depending on the country
you are in, you might have to be covert or very covert about the fact that you are filming and
recording. But do it anyway for your own safety and for the public interest.
 Inside the station, stay super-calm and super-polite. Make a mental note that you expect
nonsense, but determine that you will love-bomb the officers whatever they throw at you.
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 Expect the Bullshit-Tango (see description in the Info-Pack), but don't be nervous about it
and don't get angry. Take it to be a game that you have to step through to get to the next
level. See how many turns of the Bullshit-Tango it takes before you get what you want.
 If they try to force you to see a mental health practitioner then say politely and smiling that
you are fine and that you need one as little as someone who comes to report a burglary or
the theft of a bicycle. Very politely, smiling but firmly inform the officers that there is now a
lot of information on these microwave weapons and that they don't need to be scared about
the existence of this technology.
 If the officers give you hassle, look back at your friend who on this cue should rise and step
to your side while calmly but firmly staring at the officer. If the officer questions your friend
then he just replies that he is present as a witness. Do not allow the officer to draw in your
friend or to be separated from your friend.
 Your Goal 1: Get a case number and the name of the officer dealing with your case.
◦ Ask for it if they don't give it to you. You have to get both before you leave the station.
 Your Goal 2: To inform the police about these crimes (some honestly don't know) and help
them understand what to look for and to make it easier for other victims to come forward.
◦ Leave the Info-Pack with them and encourage them to pin it up in the station for other
officers to read. Emphasize that the material in the Info-Pack is for public use.
 Your Goal 3: Find good officers for yourself and others to approach in future and help weed
out the corrupt ones.

After coming home from the police
 Keep a diary about when you have been to the police. Note the case number and the name of
the officer. Keep emphasizing that information when you refer to your case.
 After you have been to the station: Call them up (record the phone call!) or go again in
person after a few days to find out what they are doing about your case. Again record the
conversation. Stay calm but be firm and ask them to investigate.

Publish your evidence
 Publish the video or the audio of your trip to the police on the internet if you are comfortable
doing it. This is a public interest investigation so your first concern should be your privacy.
 The easiest way to publish the video is by uploading it to YouTube. It's free and it's easy to
open an account. Once you have an account simply click the upload button, select the video
to upload, write a brief description and then hit 'Publish'.
 Notify your friends and the public that you uploaded the video by tweeting it to people,
putting it on Facebook and emailing the link to people.
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